
 
 

The Pillar of Light: 

 

The Pillar of Light in the body is also known as the Susumna channel. It is the primary meridian 

running along the length of the spine and in your core.  It begins at the crown chakra and ends 

at the pelvic floor, and then merges with the Grounding Cord. The Pillar is the pipeline in us 

through which Grace flows. When the Pillar is blocked or bent, we may feel off. Nothing should 

be in the Pillar but our own light and essence.  

 

However, deep core issues are those life experiences impacting us so profoundly, the issues 

still reside in our core Pillar. When we go through our healing process and work through our 

core issues, the emotions and energy moves out of the Pillar to the periphery of the body. It no 

longer becomes a core issue as we heal from the inside out. The further the issue has moved 

out, the less impacted we feel by it.   

 

For healing, you can run Divine Light or Grace through the crown of your head and through the 

Pillar, as if you are showering yourself off daily. The more you visualize yourself taking in Divine 

Grace and letting this pillar expand, the more you will glow. Of course it may bring up emotions 

and wounds to clear, but when you move through those blocks, light can freely flow through 

you.  

 

To help with a perspective on the Pillar of Light, I want to share an experience I had in my Pillar:  

 

I remember the first time I felt the Pillar of light in my body. I was living in Boulder, Colorado. I 

was a daily hiker and was hiking near the Flatirons, a place where I often communed with God, 

but didn’t really know at the time. One day, I felt this strong line of energy from the crown of my 

head to my tailbone and had an omnipotent knowingness of the Pillar of Light. I then heard what 

felt like a voice from God say to me: “visualize this every day and you will be healed.” Now, 

looking back, I couldn’t believe I wasn’t skeptical. Yeah, right it’s that easy? But I wasn’t 

skeptical at all.  

 

The power of knowingness in my body and relationship to the Pillar was beyond words. So, I did 

it. I visualized that Pillar every day for one year. I was young, probably 23 years old. That year, I 

had more divine openings setting the foundation for my being a Healer in the world.  

 

What the voice didn’t clarify at the time, was “healing” means hurting sometimes, and feeling 

pain and forgiving and facing fears and taking risks and to quit whining and complaining, etc. It 

wasn’t this amazing great-feeling blissful time. That’s not Healing. And, I was willing to face it all. 



At times, I would experience the Pillar in my body, and at the same time, be having a very 

uncomfortable issue with a friend. Then other times, emotions would take over and I would cry 

and go through the depths of it. But even through these healing releases, as I call them, I would 

feel my Pillar even stronger in my body. It got so strong - my posture changed! My spine got 

straighter and my heart lifted.   

 

During this time, I navigated through the twists and turns of life. The image of the Pillar does not 

imply rigidity. In fact, it’s the opposite. The Pillar is light and the presence of life force energy. 

You can have plenty of life force energy in your body, but if you infuse your Pillar with the light of 

the Divine, you are infusing your body with a Divinity.  

 

To be clear about this, the light awakens the wisdom and consciousness that already exists 

inside you. The connection open with deep listening, letting go, and a surrender to the power of 

the Divine. If you are afraid of God because of religious associations you don’t agree with, then 

know that there will be the opportunity to heal doctrine traumas and fears in this program. You 

may need to re-define what God means to you.  Using names like Divine Love, Grace, Universe 

can also help you connect. Once you truly feel this power, this grace, there is no mistake that 

you are connected. Your body knows this connection, even if your mind doesn’t. So, if you’re 

still struggling with the word God, there is an invitation to explore that.  

 

 

Pillar of Light Exercise:  

Close your eyes and visualize your Pillar of Light.  In the space below, draw a picture of what 

your Pillar of Light looks like to you:   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


